BEECH Vulcano Fresco Duna
milled / white oil

This floor is particularly suitable for zones often walked on barefoot, as its 3-D structures have a massaging effect on the soles of the foot. With their decorative character, mafi Fresco planks are also ideal design elements for walls and ceilings.

**Measurements**

- Length: 2400 mm
- Width: 185 mm
- Strength: 16 mm

**Specification**

- Surface: milled
- Lye
- Oil: white oil

Beech wood with consistent colour resulting from heat treatment (without chemical additives). Beech plank in 3-layer construction, bevelled (2.5 mm) on the long side and with approx. 2.5 - 4 mm top layer, with approx. 4 mm backing in the same wood and middle layer conifer. Tongue and groove on all sides for easy installation.
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